
the zorza I (Clay-colored Robin). Chapter five brings up the capacity in which large landowners

IS conservationists, contrary to general expectation. Chapter six presents the other side of chapter

,
highlighting the rural landscape of small domestic and individual villages and farmers, where

iiversity is highest and may be most easily conserved. Chapter seven exposes Honduras as a coun-

vhere the majority of soil cover is not rainforest, and where many species requiring the attention

t with, such as those that are nocturnal. Chapter eight is a case study centered about the mon-

rainforest of Montafia de Babilonia. In chapter nine Bonta presents several proposals regarding

:onservation geography of Honduran avifauna, with the intent for broader applications.

Perhaps the message which Bonta intends be taken home is that the destruction in the

tropics is not accomplished with clear and purposeful intent, but rather as a side effect of certain

D-economic factors. Therefore, to lessen its impact, we must take a "geographical approach to

;ervation that cuts across artificial boundaries separating what is 'natural' from what is 'cul-

r in the landscape" (p.3). While the theme of conservation geography is implied throughout the

"cultural landscape.'-Tia
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